Canning 101

Canning - a group going out into the community with a Riley Bucket to collect donations from the public

Before you go:

● Buckets can be retrieved from University Hall #1031 (Indiana University Foundation). Ask the receptionist for directions to the Jagathon cube - it’s the one with all of the red buckets!
● Get a group together, and go canning! Carpools can easily be arranged if needed. Sign up here!

What to take with you:

● A red Riley Bucket with a white lid.
● A canning sheet (found in our Jagathon cube next to the red Riley Buckets or here).
● Wear a Jagathon shirt if possible! If not, an IUPUI shirt or red shirt will work just fine! Be sure to dress for the weather!

Tips:

● Never go canning alone.
● Can in a relatively populated area.
● “Do you have any spare change for the kids at Riley?” is a great way to ask people for donations.
● We are raising money for pediatric research at Riley Hospital for Children. People will ask.
● Stay on public property unless otherwise directed.
● Do not block entrances to buildings or events. Stand off to the side.
● Have fun and do not get discouraged! Every donation is helpful to the kids at Riley and puts us closer to our fundraising goal!
After Canning:

- Count your bills and fill out your canning sheet.
- Turn your canning sheet in to Director of Fundraising Natalia Bilek, VP of Finance Ali Emswiller, or Jagathon Advisor Pete Hunter!
  - Pete’s office is also in the IU Foundation, which is the same area where you retrieved your buckets. His office is #1048.
- Be prepared to count your bills when turning your money in. You will need to sign off on the amount before leaving.
- Turn in your bucket, and you will be good to go! Thanks for canning, and keep up the good work FTK!